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Maharashtra – Transforming the Transport
From our Maharashtra Correspondent Shri Rajesh D Bhusari

“Let me start by wishing all the NextMile readers a very happy new year. It is indeed a great pleasure on my part
to express that the eTransport Project has been successfully rolled out in Maharashtra in record time. The NIC
Maharashtra team for eTransport has put in relentless efforts for the migration of old version data to the latest
one. Further, my Department has been one step ahead by launching many online services of Sarathi and Vahan
with the help of NIC Delhi and the Maharashtra team. Now ambitious plans for rolling out eChallan, PUCC and
many more services is on priority. I am looking forward for many more citizen-driven activities in this year,
and turning all challenges to opportunities to move forward in the journey of the eTransport project.”
Best wishes,
Shekhar Channe, IAS,
Transport Commissioner
Maharashtra State

Maharashtra is one of the largest and second most populous states of the Country. It is one of the pioneer states which initiated
computerization of the Transport sector in 1996, and has come a long way since. It migrated its transport offices to Vahan 4.0
and Sarathi 4.0 in 2016, and rolled out both these modules successfully in all its 50 RTOs, offering various online services related
to vehicles and driving licenses to citizens and all other stake holders. Let us take a look at the rapid strides Maharashtra has
taken in Transport Computerization.
About the State

by Gujarat on the north-west, Madhya
With a land area of about 3.08 lakh Pradesh on the north, Chhattisgarh in
sq km and a coastline of 720 km, the east, Telangana on the south-east,
Maharashtra is one of the largest Karnataka in the south and Goa to the
states of India. The State is bounded south-west. The state comprises 36
3

districts and 6 revenue divisions (viz.
Amravati, Aurangabad, Konkan,
Nagpur, Nashik and Pune). The long
coastline is boosted by 2 major ports,
2 non-major ports and a number of

jetties. With a population over 11.24
crore as per the 2011 Census.
Maharashtra is the second most
populous state and highly urbanized,
with over 45 percent of the population
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living in towns. Maharashtra is
also one of the most industrialized
states in the Country, contributing
approximately 15% to India’s GDP.
The capital city of Mumbai is the
financial and entertainment hub of
the Country, while Pune is a major
center for education and a prominent
cultural hub.
Maharashtra is crisscrossed with a
number of rivers, and the Sahyadri
range is the most distinctive
geographical feature of the State.
The Konkan belt lies on the west
while the Malwa plateau lies on
the east. The state is home to many
noteworthy attractions such as
wildlife sanctuaries, natural beaches,
the natural potholes of Nighoj, the
teeming greenery and panoramic
views of the Western Ghats,
numerous shrines and temples, and
trekking trails. Moulded by a rich
history of rulers such as the Mauryas,
4

Chalukyas, Rashtrakutas and the
Marathas, Maharashtra is dotted with
numerous historic monuments and
heritage sites such as Shaniwar Wada
(Pune), Agakhan Palace (Pune),
Ajanta Ellora caves (Aurangabad),
Pratapgad Fort (Satara), Lohagad
Fort (Lonavala), Harishchandragad
Hill Fort (Ahmednagar), Ambernath
Shivalaya (Ambernath) and many
more! The Ajanta Ellora caves and
Elephanta caves have long been
recognized by UNESCO as World
Heritage Sites.

Vision
 Safe Transportation of Goods &
Passengers
 Prompt & Citizen friendly
services relating to Motor Vehicles
Vehicles Act, 1988.

The Maharashtra Motor Vehicles
Department was formed in April
1940 in order to give effect to the
provisions of the Motor Vehicles Act
(MVA), 1988 and the Rules made
thereunder. The vision of the MMVD
is to ensure the safe transportation
About the Maharashtra
of goods and passengers while
Motor Vehicles Department
providing prompt & citizen-friendly
The Motor Vehicles Department services related to motor vehicles
of Maharashtra works under and driving.
the affiliation of the Ministry of
The main functions of the Motor
Road Transport and Highways
Vehicles Department are:
of the Central Government. The
Department was established by the  Enforce provisions of the Motor
State Government vide powers given Vehicles Act(1988), the Central
under Section 213 of the Motor Motor Vehicles Rules(1989) and the

Maharashtra Motor Vehicles Rules
(1989)
 Ensure a co-ordinated development
of road transport
 Collection of tax and fees as per
the provisions of the law
 Enforce road rules and sensitize
citizens to road safety
The total number of motor vehicles
on road in the State as on January 01,
2018 was 3.14 crore (25,859 vehicles
per lakh population), showing an
increase of about 7.6 per cent over
the previous year. The total number
of vehicles registered during 201617 was 23,95,577, having increased
from 11,68,403 since 2007-08; an
increase of 105% in a decade. On
the other hand, there has been an
increase of 72.86% in the number
of driving licenses issued in the
same decade. The total number
of driving licenses issued during
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2016-17 was 18,74,915, having
grown substantially from 10,84,620
licences issued in 2007-08.

District

Mumbai Central

RTO
Code
MH-18

District

Dhule

RTO
Code
MH-35

MH-02

Mumbai West

MH-19

Jalgaon

MH-36

Bhandara

MH-03

Mumbai East

MH-20

Aurangabad

MH-37

Washim

 To establish user friendly frontend facilities for visiting public

MH-04

Thane

MH-21

Jalna

MH-38

Hingoli

MH-05

Kalyan

MH-22

Parbhani

MH-39

Nandurbar

 To strengthen the Department by
providing equipment, manpower
and Training

MH-06

Raigad

MH-23

Beed

MH-40

Nagpur Rural

MH-07

Sindhudurg

MH-24

Latur

MH-41

Malegaon

MH-08

Ratnagiri

MH-25

Osmanabad

MH-42

Baramati

 To simplify the taxation of vehicles

MH-09

Kolhapur

MH-26

Nanded

MH-43

Vashi (Navi Mumbai)

 To create effective grievance
redressed mechanism

MH-10

Sangli

MH-27

Amravati

MH-44

Ambejogai

MH-11

Satara

MH-28

Buldhana

MH-45

Akluj

Functions

MH-12

Pune

MH-29

Yavatmal

MH-46

Panvel

 To enforce the statutory provisions
of the Motor Vehicles Act & Rules
made there under

MH-13

Solapur

MH-30

Akola

MH-47

Borivali

MH-14

Pimpri-Chinchwad

MH-31

Nagpur

MH-48

Vasai

MH-15

Nashik

MH-32

Wardha

MH-49

Nagpur East

 To collect revenue in the form of
Taxes & fees from motor vehicles as
per the provisions of the law

MH-16

Ahmednagar

MH-33

Gadhchiroli

MH-50

Karad

MH-17

Shrirampur

MH-34

Chandrapur

Mission
 To aim for stricter compliance of
provisions of the Motor Vehicle Act
& Rules there under

5

List of RTO Offices in Maharashtra
RTO
Code
MH-01

District

Gondia
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Structure of Maharashtra
Motor Vehicles Department

Officers (RTOs) in Maharashtra
State across its 36 districts.

 State level

 Enforcement

The head office of the Maharashtra
Motor Vehicles Department is the
Transport Commissioner Office,
located in Mumbai. The Transport
Commissioner is assisted and
aided by an Additional Transport
Commissioner, a Joint Transport
Commissioner, five DeputyTransport
Commissioners,
one
Deputy
Commissioner (Accounts) and four
Assistant Transport Commissioners.
The
Deputy
Transport
Commissioners
head
various
departments viz. Administration,
Enforcement, Inspection, Accounts,
Computerization and Training.

MMVD carries out enforcement on
road through its 61 flying squads
and 22 Border Check Posts (BCPs).
The flying squads are patrolling vans
which keep a check on violations
such as license, vehicle overload,
permits, fitness, etc. The squads
get their name from their mobile
nature of operation. On the other
hand, BCPs are responsible for
checking on transport/commercial
vehicles entering or leaving the
state; information such as vehicle
documents, tax payments and vehicle
fitness are scrutinized by BCPs.

computerization has not only been
introduced to a large extent, but has
also been accepted by the department
officials as well as people in the
State. Maharashtra is one of the
pioneer states which took early
initiative towards computerization
of the Transport Department. The
history of computerization in the
Department started in the year 1996
using ORACLE 7 technology, where
the TOOLS system (Transport Office
Online System) was implemented in
all regional transport offices.

Switching over to Vahan &
Sarathi
In 2006, the Maharashtra Motor
Vehicles Department decided to
implement Vahan 1.0 and Sarathi
1.0 under the National Mission
Mode Project, and the same were
implemented in all the 50 RTOs and
Deputy RTOs of the Maharashtra
state.
In 2007, NIC (SDU) Pune took over
the Vahan 1.0 core module codes
from NIC Delhi, customized it as
per state government requirements,
and also developed multiple
peripheral applications as requested.
At the same time, the Department
stared issuing SCOSTA-compliant
smartcards for every registration
certificate of motor vehicles and
driving licenses.

The Department began with
new vehicles registrations and
transactions, tax collection, tax
defaulter’s report, LL Fee collection,
LL License, on-line LL Test,
backlog entry of Transport and NonComputerization in the
Transport Vehicles, enforcement
Maharashtra Motor Vehicle module, automated LL tests etc.
 Field offices
Department (MMVD)
These transactions were initiated in Since the launch of the first versions
There are 50 field offices headed by
either Deputy Regional Transport The MMVD is one of the the year 1996, and ran for almost 10 of Sarathi (S1) and Vahan (V1)
Officers or Regional Transport departments in Maharashtra where years.
in 2006, the Department has been
6
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striving to add more online services
for citizens to use at their discretion,
in order to deliver digitallyenabled citizen services. As of now,
approximately 35 services are being
provided online to citizens.
In order to offer better services to
citizens, in 2016 the Department
decided to and started implementing
the web-enabled Vahan 4.0 and
Sarathi 4.0
developed by the
Transport Division, NIC Delhi,
and rolled out both these modules
successfully in all its 50 RTOs,
offering various online services
related to vehicles and driving
licenses to citizens and different
stake holders.

related services are being offered to
citizens through the latest Sarathi
4.0 portal, while vehicle-related
services are being offered through
the latest Vahan 4.0 portal. Both
Sarathi and Vahan portals have
been developed by NIC. Due to the
efficient and quick rollout of these
services, Maharashtra is ranked as
one of the top states in the Country,
that provides the maximum number
of RTO services online.

These innovations ensure better and
increased transparency in the system,
thereby making the system more
streamlined and efficient, saving
citizens’ precious time and money,
and also eliminating the number of
After implementation of the Vahan unauthorized middlemen from the
4.0 and Sarathi 4.0 applications, process.
Now nearly 85% data of DL and
work efficiency and revenue
collection in the Department have RC has been digitized and verified/
approved details are made available
considerably increased.
At present, driving licenses and through the National Register (NR).
7

There has been increase in revenue
due to reduction in instances of
malpractices. Availability of data
at the NR level has helped in rolling
out G2G, G2B & G2C services.
The Applications have considerably
reduced the waiting time and
number of visits to the RTO offices
for availing any service.

related with monetary transactions
and dealer registrations are possible
even after RTO office hours and on
weekends and holidays also.

Online applications and online
payments for national permit
authorization and fancy numbers
have also been made available
through the Vahan portal. This has
In Maharashtra, more than 4,500 resulted in tremendous benefits to
automobile dealers of the motor citizens and the Department.
vehicles have been given access to
Challenges faced in data
the Online Dealer-Point Registration
Migration
Application, enabling quick registry
and online payment of fees and The migration process to the webtaxes by the dealer on behalf of the enabled Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0
owner of the vehicles. The owner was not easy. The main challenges
of the vehicle does not have to go faced during the migration process
through the long-drawn process are as:
of vehicle registration. The online
 Porting of existing data and also
collection of payments has resulted
legacy data of the TOOLS system.
in quick realization of cash by the
Department, reduced manpower  How to migrate from existing
requirement to handle the money for Vahan 1.0 & Sarathi 1.0 to Vahan 4.0
counting, reduction in security issues and Sarathi 4.0
A joint Publication by NIC & MoRTH
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 How to continue simultaneous
service delivery while shifting
from old client-based application
without any inconvenience to the
general public and various other
stakeholders.
 Porting of subsequent pending
data for transactions which were
pending in the client-server-based
Vahan 1.0 & Sarathi 1.0
 How to tackle old transactions
which were not completely
processed.

The master table codes were not
same in all the RTOs. Mapping of
such table of different RTOs posed
a challenge and had to be overcome.

infrastructure to enable electronic
transfer of sensitive data, payments,
etc. with improved capacity for
disaster management with a
bandwidth of 2 mbps which was
 Testing of new software on
increased to 4 mbps and was utilized
staging server for different types
during the pilot runs.
of transactions and issues faced in
Additionally, the State Government
tackling such cases.
has now procured MPLS leased
 Training for the RTO staff of the
line connectivity of 10 MBPS from
50 RTOs of Maharashtra. Multiple
BSNL for all the 50 RTO’s across the
training programs were conducted
state.
for system administrators and staff
users in Mumbai, Pune and Nagpur. Automated Fitness

 Cases of part of the payment done All these challenges were handled
in old software after migration.
and data migration from the old
 Same RC/DL records were to the new system was completed
available in different RTO authorities successfully.
because of previous transactions Network Connectivity
done.
In Maharashtra, the MS-WAN has
 Connectivity issues with the been providing reliable network
remote and tribal district RTOs.
through BSNL for vertical and
 Mapping of different master tables horizontal connectivity throughout
used in Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0. the State, and is a secure network
8

Testing Station

has been developed to inspect
vital vehicle components such as
suspension, speedometer, PUC
checks, headlight aligner and many
more. The main aim of setting up the
center is to eliminate human errors
while performing the fitness checks.
This will result in technically sound
vehicles on the road, and reduce the
chances of accidents.

Vahan Software components
and services implemented
The web-enabled Vahan 4.0 for
Transport and Non Transport
vehicle registrations and Sarathi
4.0 have been implemented in all
the 50 RTOs and in all automobile
dealer premises. Besides these, the
following online services have been
rolled out in Maharashtra for the
benefit of vehicles owners.

In an attempt to curb excess
pollution, safer driving and ease the
process of fitness checks, the State of
Maharashtra has set-up an automatic
inspection center in Nashik’s
Regional Transport Office (RTO)
as a pilot project. The center is fully
 Transfer of ownership.
operational and State Government
has plans to roll-out the same in  Transfer of ownership in case of
other RTOs. The automated machine death
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 Change in address
 Hypothecation addition
 Hypothecation termination
 Duplicate registration certificate
 Issuance
Certificate

of

No

objection

 Online appointment for fitness
certificate
 Alteration of vehicle
 Renewal of registration
 Conversion of vehicle
 Registration cancellation
Application of new trade

certificate
 Pay Your Tax
 Letter of Intent (LoI) Application
 Fancy Number Booking
 Withdrawal of Application.
9

Applications implemented
in all RTOs of Maharashtra
State.
Dealer Point Registration
Dealer point registration is used
by automobile dealers to register
vehicles from their premises only
on behalf of vehicle owner. The
RTO admin registers these dealers
in the RTO office module and give
user credentials to the dealers.
Using these credentials dealer can
register non-transport vehicles,
transport vehicles and can also issue
temporary registration. With the
integration of SBI ePAY payment
gateway, online payment facility has
been provided to all dealers, through
which they can use their own cart
for adding multiple vehicles and can
make online payments of fees and
taxes for multiple vehicles in one go.
This module is being used by 4500+
automobile dealers of Maharashtra.

Fancy Number Portal

can also book fancy numbers from
Using the Fancy Number Portal, another vehicle category series i.e.
citizens can choose fancy numbers, cross series booking is also enabled.
and they can book fancy numbers Vahan Backlog Portal
either online, or offline at the RTO
The Vahan Backlog module is
cash counters. In the Fancy Number
Portal, RTO administrators can also available for RTO users. This portal
add future series along with current is used for digitization of manual
series enabling citizens to book records. Old vehicles which are
fancy numbers from future series at not on Vahan 4.0, but in manual
triple the normal amount paid. Using records can be digitized using this
the Fancy Number Portal, citizens module. This portal also allows
A joint Publication by NIC & MoRTH
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taking backlog entry of manual
fitness records and permit records.
The same is customized to fetch
old available legacy data from the
TOOLS system to avoid part vehicle
record data entry.
Parivahan Analytics Portal

vehicles fitness test at any of the
RTOs in Maharashtra. The module
is fully customizable and allows
individual offices to set holidays,
fitness test timings, fitness tracks
required, day quota for specific
class of vehicles and the time slot
required. One can take appointment
for a specific date and for a specific
time slot, and can also make online
payment of fitness fees using the
SBI ePAY payment gateway. Stateof-the-art fitness reports and fitness
tracker reports are provided to the
stake holders to monitor day-to-day
fitness activities on the fitness test
tracks.

Vahan Analytics is implemented in
the Transport Commissioner’s (TC’s)
office, and also in all RTOs. This
portal allows generation of various
analytical information required by
the TC and RTO offices for decision
making. Advanced search option
with parameterized queries has been
made available to all users to search
for a particular or set of vehicles
KMS (Key Management System)
based on partial details of the motor
KMS (Key Management System) is
vehicles.
a software module for authentication
Fitness Appointment Module of the smart card RC/DL. Smart card
Fitness Anywhere
RC/DL needs to be printed for each
This module allows transporters to new RC/DL or transaction. Smart
take appointments for commercial card printing and personalization
10

work is outsourced to private
vendors by the Department. KMS is
the process which allows the issuing
authority concerned to put its digital
signature in the smart card micro
chip. Earlier client-server based KMS
versions were implemented for this
activity. With web enabled Vahan 4.0
and Sarathi 4.0 web-enabled version
of the KMS is implemented across
all the 50 RTOs.
Homologation Portal
The Homologation Portal allows
vehicle
manufacturers,
CNG/
LPG Kit manufacturers and SLD
manufacturers to enter details of
their product for testing agencies.
The same is captured at source. Later
these details are made available to
RTO offices, automobile dealers and
various workshops through Vahan 4.0
in read-only format so that they can
utilize the same but cannot modify
the details. The Department is also

in the process of implementing the
same for Vehicle LocationTracking
Devices(VLTD).
eChallan
eChallan is a sophisticated software
application comprising Androidbased mobile app and web interface
developed for the purpose of
providing a comprehensive solution
for Transport Enforcement Officers
and Traffic Policemen. This appcum-application
is
integrated
with Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0
applications and provides a number
of user-friendly features while
covering all major functionalities of
the Traffic Enforcement System..
MIS Reports Module
This module is implemented for the
Transport Commissioner’s office
and RTO heads. It allows generation
of various Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi
4.0 MIS reports as required for
day-to-day monitoring and decision
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making. It also allows generation for getting a permit for any newlyof confidential Top Management registered vehicle. The Maharashtra
Reports
for
the
Transport Government has opened auto
rickshaw / taxi permits to all so that
Commissioner.
any one can apply for permits using
National Register Services
online services. With this portal, the
Data from the different State Registers individual can apply online for the
situated at State Consolidation Letter of Intent, and can also make
Servers flow to the National Register electronic payment of the required
(NR). The National Register acts as fees. After necessary approvals
a central repository of all RCs/DLs by the permit issuing authority
issued by any of the issuing authority concerned, one can get the required
across all RTOs and UTs. The permit immediately. The process is
Department shares this information transparent and has been appreciated
with various stake holders including by the various media channels.
all police stations, traffic police
Sarathi Software components
stations, border check posts, state
and services implemented
eChallan applications, etc. Services
being offered through NR Portals are Sarathi 4.0 has been implemented
Vehicle Search and Various Reports in all the 50 RTOs of Maharashtra
and facilitating RTO staff for
on Registered Vehicles.
processing and is issuance of
Auto Rickshaw / Taxi LoI (Letter
learner licenses, permanent driving
of Intent)
licenses,
conductor
licenses,
The LOI is essential in Maharashtra international driving licenses and
11

related transactions. A host of online
services of Sarathi 4.0 have been
implemented in Maharashtra. A
citizen can submit his/her application
online for the services relating to
Learner and Driving Licenses.

o Cancellation of LL Test
appointment – if an applicant wants
to cancel the particular appointment
for any reason then the applicant can
cancel his/her appointment.

existing LL

o Services on Driving License

 Driving License
The following online application
o Online Application for Fresh
and services have been made
Driving License (DL) - New
available on the Parivahan portal for
Driving License – After completion
Maharashtra.
of thirty days from acquiring a
 New Learners License
Learner’s License, a person may
o Online Application for Fresh apply for the Driving License test
in the jurisdiction of the Licensing
Learning License (LL)
o Additional Class Endorsement on Authority concerned .
o Enquiry of LL Test availability – o Renewal of DL
Applicants can check the availability
o Issue of duplicate DL
of slot as per convenience
o Additional endorsement to DL
o Slot booking for Learners License
– Being used to add new class of
test – Applicant can book slot for
vehicle to existing DL.
Learner license tests and attend the
o Issue of PSV badge to drivers
tests as per given the time slot.
o Change of address in DL
A joint Publication by NIC & MoRTH
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o Change of name in DL

appointment

o Replacement of DL – Being used to  Conductor License
convert manual license to smartcard o New Conductor License –
license.
Applicant can apply for new
conductor license if applicant does
o Change of biometric in DL
o Endorsement to drive hazardous not hold any previous conductor
license.
material
o DL Extract – Being used to o Services on Conductor License – if
obtain transaction and DL details of the applicant has a conductor license
issued by competent authority then
particular DL.
the applicant can add services to that
o Issue of international driving conductor license.
permit
 Driving School License
o Change of Date of Birth in DL
o Issue of New Driving School
o Surrender of COV(S)/PSV License (DSL) – newly-registered
BADGE(S)
driving school firm can apply for this
o Enquiry on driving skill test slot service and take license.
availability – Being used to check o Renewal of DSL –service is used
available of slots for a particular by driving schools to renew validity
RTO.
of license.

From Left : Shri Joydeep Shome, STD & HoD Transport Project, NIC, Shri
Priyank Bharati , Joint Secretary MoRTH , Shri K Padmakumar , Asst Transport
Commissioner, Kerala, Shri Prasad Mahajan, Joint Transport Commissioner,
Maharashtra and Shri Vijay Patil , DCP Mumbai Police.

This is an online test conducted for
the issuance of learning license. As
per given time slot, the applicant can
attend the test and after completion
of the test, the applicant can check
the results of test online.

in the testing phase.
 Fleet Management Module
 Online Fancy Number Auctioning
and bidding

 Trade Certificate Management
for Manufacturers & Financial
Future Road Map
o Slot booking for driving skill test
 STALL (Scheduled Test for Following online services have been Institutions
o Cancel Driving skill test Application of Learning License)
designed and developed and are now  Self-Backlog Portal for Citizens
12
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The participants
o Permit Surrender
Informatics Center (NIC) conducted
Homologation for Vehicle Tracking
a continuous development workshop
o Duplicate Permit
Devices”
at Sheraton Grand Bund Garden
o Counter Signature
 Online Permit Applications for Hotel, Pune on September 28, 2018
o Fresh Goods and Passenger Permits o E-Signing the documents to be with the objective of clarifications of
uploaded
issues relating to IT Services in Vahan
o Special Permit
National Workshop
and Sarathi and to sensitize user
o Temporary Permit
Conducted at Pune,
department for the adoption of new
o National Permit Authorization for Maharashtra
mobile applications eChallan and
Passenger Vehicles
The Ministry of Road Transport & mParivahan. Shri Priyank Bharati,
o Permit Renewal
Highways (MoRTH) and National Joint Secretary and Director of

Participants attending a session
 Mobile Application for recording
the MV Fitness
 Document Management System
 Online Permit Applications forPUCC
Module.

Centers

Management

 “Homologation for CNG/LPG Kit
manufacturers,
Homologation
manufacturers,
13
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MoRTH inaugurated the workshop.
It was attended by Senior Officers
of the Transport Department, Traffic
Police Department and the NIC
State coordinators of 13 states.
All participating states shared and
demonstrated their experiences
to pave the way for
better
implementation practices.

MoRTH and NIC, was very
successful and fully engaged the
participants. The vote of thanks was
extended by Shri Joydeep Shome
, Senior Technical Director, NIC &
HoD Transport Project,

project in Maharashtra State.

Sarathi

Madhuri M. Mungale – Working as  Satyajeet Vyawhare
Scientist ‘E’ and Sarathi coordinator  Supriya Trimbake
for eTransport project in Maharashtra
 Swapnil Katkalmbekar
State.
 Prasad Joshi
Deepak Sonar – Working as Scientist
Team Maharashtra for eTransport ‘E’ as well as state coordinator for  Mayur Yeole
eTransport project in Maharashtra  Sushant Sonar
project.
State
Contact Details 38509 (IP phone)
Rajesh D. Bhusari – Working as
The workshop, hosted by the Scientist ‘E’ and HoD for eTransport Support Team for Vahan and and 020-25610000 (Landline)
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Rajesh D. Bhusari
Senior Technical Director
NIC, SDU Pune

ajesh D. Bhusari is a Computer Engineer who completed Post Graduate Diploma in Business Management
after his Bachelor of Engineering. He joined NIC in the year 1994 as Programmer. He worked as DIO in the
naxal-prone district of Gadchiroli in his initial days of posting. Thereafter, he worked in other districts also. He
completed his MTech while serving in NIC. During his career in NIC, he has accomplished many projects and
he is recipient of following awards and accolades as a member of various project teams:
 Finalist in Stockholm Challenge Award 2006
 2nd egovernance award for Rajiv Gandhi Pragati Abhiyan at Division level
 CSI - Nihilent eGovernance Award for Excellence in ‘District Category’ 2010-11
 Rajiv Gandhi Pragati Abhiyan, State level first award (Cash prize worth 10 lacs)
 Rajiv Gandhi Pragati Abhiyan, State level Second award (Cash prize worth 6 lacs)
 Special Jury award of cash Rs 1 lakhsfrom Maharashtra State Rural Livelihood Mission
Presently he is working as HoD for Transport project in Maharashtra State since 2017.
Since then he has been actively working with the Transport Department for smooth implementation of the project.
He is married to Smt Aditi Bhusari, who is working as Assistant Professor in an Engineering College at Nanded.
The Couple is blest with two children, a daughter Vaishnavi Bhusari studying in BITS Pilani Hyderabad, and a
son Aryan Bhusari in XI std.
His hobbies include listening to music and reading books.
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Appreciation for migration to Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0 in
Himachal Pradesh
Date: January 04, 2019

“NIC Himachal Pradesh (NIC HP) has always played a pivotal role in channelizing the powers of
e-Governance to the masses in Himachal Pradesh. Such initiatives not only streamline the processes but
also bring efficiency and transparency in Government functioning. The implementation of Sarathi 4.0 and
Vahan 4.0 is facilitating citizens of Himachal Pradesh with Anytime Anywhere 24x7 service for application
submission and e-payment, and integration of SMS service to the Driving License and Vehicle Holder from
application submission to the approval of application.
I sincerely appreciate the efforts put in by NIC HP in implementation of Vahan 4.0 & Sarathi 4.0 in all the 88
RLA/RTOs of Himachal Pradesh”

Shri Jagdish Chander Sharma,
IAS, Principal Secretary IT and
Transport, Govt of Himachal Pradesh
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Implementation of e-Challan system in
Transport Department, Odisha.

V

ehicle Checking Reports
(VCR) (also called challans)
were previously issued manually in
State of Odisha by the enforcement
officers of Transport Department.
This has now been replaced with
a Mobile Android-based App
called eChallan using the specially
designed device called integrated
eChallan device. The App is
integrated with the central database
of the National Register of Vahan
& Sarathi to fetch the registration
records of vehicles and driving
licenses of drivers instantly. The
Transport Commissioner, Odisha
had issued an office order to stop
issuance of manual challan (VCR)
and use the eChallan App from
December 01, 2018. Accordingly,

17

From our Odisha Correspondent Shri Bimal kanta Panda

Production Commissioner; Shri G.
Srinivas, IAS, Principal Secretary to
Government; Shri Sanjeeb Panda,
IPS, Transport Commissioner-cumChairman, STA; Sri Gautam Ghosh,
Deputy Director General & HoG
Transport, NIC, New Delhi.

Guests on dais in the inauguration of the eChallan project.

a sufficient number of eChallan
devices were provided to all RTOs to
issue to enforcement officers under
their control.
The system
inaugurated by

Charan Sahu, Hon’ble Minister of
State (Independent), Commerce &
Transport, Government of Odisha on
December 06, 2018.

was formally The occasion was graced by Shri
Dr Nrusingha Gagan Kumar Dhal, IAS, Agriculture

Addressing the gathering on the
occasion, the Hon’ble Minister said
that connecting all the stakeholders
through a technology will ensure
transparency, data integrity and
reliability. End-to-end automation
of the process will minimize the
challenges faced in the manual
system while enabling efficiency at
each level of users. Appreciating the
efforts of NIC for timely software
support, and HDFC bank for digital
payment solutions, he hoped that
A joint Publication by NIC & MoRTH
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to tracking challan records,
payments, reports, etc. by
leveraging latest technologies
which are easy to use, adapt and
implement at the ground level.

cards through Point of Sale (PoS)
devices integrated with the system to
collect fines in a transparent manner.
Shri Sanjeeb Panda, IPS, Transport
Commissioner-cum-Chairman, STA
informed that the eChallan device
is connected to the central database
of the National Register of Vahan
& Sarathi to fetch the registration
records of vehicles and driving
license records of drivers instantly.
Removal of manual challans and
100%
digitization
and documentation of
records will help in
improving the visibility
of offenders, types of
offences
frequently
committed, payments
received on time, etc.

The application is designed
with the purpose of providing
a comprehensive solution for
Enforcement Officers of the
Transport Department and the
Traffic Police. Shri G Srinivas,
IAS, Principal Secretary, added
that the eChallan system of
NIC had been implemented
Shri Gautom Ghosh,DDG,NIC lighting the on trial basis from December
lamp.
01, 2018 throughout the state
the system would certainly help in
reducing road accidents and related in 35 RTO offices, 3 Addl RTO
deaths by generating consciousness offices and the State Transport
among citizens. Shri Gagan Kumar Office. It provides a number of userDhal, IAS, Agriculture Production friendly features while covering all
Commissioner, expressed the view major functionalities of the Traffic
In his address, Sri
that the system aims to provide Enforcement System, and calculates
a perfect solution for the current the fine automatically. Using the Gautam Ghosh, Deputy
General,
challenges which the Transport eChallan system, fines will be Director
Department is facing with respect collected digitally using credit/debit NIC New Delhi and
18

HoG, National Transport Division,
informed that the eChallan system
has features to capture the geotagged location of place of challan,
photographs of the vehicles, drivers,
documents, etc. using the camera
of the mobile device. On issue of
challans, SMSes are sent to the
vehicle owners and drivers in their
registered mobile numbers. This
facilitates information to the owners
and informs them about the offence.

Guests from different stakeholders at the inaugural
ceremony
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the Transport Department is facing
with respect to tracking the challan
records, payments, reports, etc. by
leveraging latest technologies which
are easy to use, adapt and implement
at the ground level.
The application is designed and
customized as per the requirement
of the Odisha Transport Department
and
Odisha
Traffic
Police

requirements with facilities to
collect total Compounding Fee or
Advance Compounding fee (ACF)
in both cash and card modes. The
Department is encouraging the
vehicle owners/ drivers to pay the
CF/ACF in digital mode with Debit/
Credit Card using PoS devices
integrated with the system to collect
fines in a transparent manner.

Hon’ble Minister inaugurating the eChallan project by displaying a challan issued
on the day of inauguration.

Other dignitaries present on the
occasion included Shri Manoj Kumar
Mishra, IAS, Commissioner Rail
Coordination and Special Secretary,
Smt Pratibha Singh, DDG and SIO,
NIC Odisha, Shri Joydeep Shome, Sr
TD & HoD Transport Project NIC,
New Delhi, Senior Officials from the
Transport and other Departments,
NIC Odisha, HDFC Bank, Media,
etc.

video clip on eChallan, receipt of
challan from a vehicle owner in the
session and generation of e-receipt by
the Hon’ble Minister. A presentation
on features of eChallan, etc. was
coordinated by Sri B K Panda,
Senior TD and Sri PK Nayak, TD
of the NIC Transport Project Group,
Odisha.

The Project on the Ground

The system aims to provide a perfect
The Inaugural session included a solution for the current challenges
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Area wise and RTO wise eChallan issued during January 2019.
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 Enforcement officers can search
 Captures geo-tagged location of for any challan using the App
place of occurrence,
 Citizens/vehicle owners can
state vehicles,

 Captures photograph of vehicle, search for any challan giving vehicle
number, challan number, etc.
driver, documents,

Number of eChallan issued and Revenue Collected during December 2018.

Odisha has a provision to block
any transaction (except payment
of tax) of the vehicle if it has any
challan pending. This provision
has been customized in Vahan 4.0
after integration with the eChallan
database which ensures blocking
of transactions at the application/
inward level.

the process minimizes corruption
and bad practices while enabling
efficiency at each level of users.

 Web-enabled MIS and dash board, For implementation of the system,
the App and the MIS reports were
 challan copy and money receipts customized as per the requirements
are printed with a handy printer of the state of Odisha. Multiple
attached with the device
training programmes were conducted

The e-challan system provides a
number of features such as
o calculating fines for subsequent
offences,

 SMS to vehicle owners to inform
Connecting all the stakeholders about offences by drivers,
through a common system ensures  Suspending/cancelling licenses
data integrity, reliability and committing frequent offences,
transparency in the challaning
Senior officers of State Transport Authority and RTOs in a training of e-challan.
system. End-to-end automation of  Collection of MV tax for other
20
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both at the State level and the RTO
level. Separate training programmes
were imparted to Regional Transport
Officers, Traffic Inspectors and other
enforcement officers.
On successful rollout in all RTOs
in Odisha in the month of December

21

2018, the decision was taken to
rollout the eChallan system in all
Police Stations throughout the State.
Accordingly, multiple training
programmes were conducted at
State Police headquarter and districts
for OIC/Police SI/ASI, etc. The

Department has issued orders to eChallan in the Transport
issue challans by all District Police Department, Government of Odisha
from on December 01, 2018, a total
through the eChallan system.
number of 74,912 e-challans have
Training programme on eChallan
been issued with a total collection of
for District Police officials.
Rs 16.16 crore compounding fee for
Since the implementation of
the Department.
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Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for validation of Driving Licence,
Registration Certificate and other transport related documents/
information presented in Electronic form thorough IT or mobile app
platform
Introduction:
The Ministry of Road Transport &
Highways has issued an amendment
in Rule 139 of the Central Motor
Vehicles Rules vide its Notification
bearing No. G.S.R. 1081(E) dated
the 2nd November 2018, enabling
production of requisite documents
such as certificate of registration,
insurance, fitness and permit, the
driving licence, certificate for
pollution under check and any other
relevant documents in electronic
form with a view to bring about ease
of living for the people. It has been
considered necessary to prescribe
a Standing Operating Procedure
2222

(SOP) for the same so as to ensure its
seamless implementation.

Legal Provisions under the
Motor Vehicles Act 1988 and
the Information Technology
Act, 2000
 As per recent amendment dated
2nd Nov 2018 of Rule 139 of the
CMVR, 1989
Production of licence and certificate
of registration -

for pollution under check and any
other relevant documents on demand
by any police officer in uniform or
any other officer authorized by the
State Government in this behalf, and
if any or all of the documents are not
in his possession, he shall produce
in person an extract or extracts of
the documents duly attested by
any police officer or by any other
officer or send it to the officer
who demanded the documents by
registered post within 15 days from
the date of demand’.

‘The driver or a conductor of a motor
vehicle shall produce certificates in
physical or electronic form certificate  As per section 4 of the IT Act 2000
of registration, insurance, fitness and i.e. Legal recognition of electronic
permit, the driving licence, certificate records-

‘Where any law provides that
information or any other matter shall
be in writing or in the typewritten or
printed form, then, notwithstanding
anything contained in such law, such
requirement shall be deemed to have
been satisfied if such information
or mater is - (a) rendered or made
available in an electronic form; and
(b) accessible so as to be usable for a
subsequent reference’.
 Further, ‘electronic form’ has been
defined in Section 2 (r) of the IT Act
2000 as:
“electronic form” with reference to
information, means any information
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being provided by this Ministry
through NIC. The Driving Licence,
Registration certificate, Fitness
validity, Insurance validity, Permit
validity of the citizen are available
on real time basis on this mobile
Clarifications
app by entering the Driving Licence
 As per the provisions of the Number in case of the Driving
Motor Vehicles Act 1988, and the Licence details or the Registration
Central Motor Vehicles Rules 1989, Number for Details pertaining to the
the owner/driver has to produce vehicles.
the documents to the authority on
 mParivahan is available to
demand.
each citizen and eChallan to only
 The data related to the insurance enforcement officers from the
of new vehicles and renewal of Transport Department or the Police
insurance of vehicles is being Department.
uploaded
by
the
Insurance
Information Board (IIB) on the  The DigiLocker platform
vahan database on a daily basis now of the Ministry of Electronics
Information
Technology,
and the validity of the insurance is and
reflected on the mParivahan and Government of India, has the facility
to pull a citizen’s Driving Licence or
eChallan apps.
the Certificate of Registration details
 The mParivahan mobile app is from vahan and make it available in
generated, sent, received or stored in
media, magnetic, optical, computer
memory, micro film, computer
generated micro fiche or similar
device.

23 23

the Digilocker App in an electronic in an Electronic form:
form.
 The citizens can produce the
 These electronic records available documents or other information
on DigiLocker or mParivahan are either through the Digilocker app or
deemed to be legally recognised at the mParivahan app.
par with the original documents as
 The citizen can download the
per the provisions of the Information
Driving Licence or the Certificate of
Technology Act, 2000.
Registration through these apps and
 If the online virtual copy of DL/ store on their mobile devices.
RC (along with QR Code) or any
other updated validity status (like  The Citizen can also show
Insurance, Tax, Permit, PUC, etc.) particulars relating to the Driving
is not available on mParivahan or Licence or the Vehicle through the
DigiLocker app carried by the user, mParivahan app on the mobile
then the relevant paper documents through the Internet Connectivity.
will be required to be carried.
 In eChallan app facility, two

Standard operating
Procedure

(SoP) for validating information
or impounding the document(s) in
Electronic Form by the enforcement
agencies:

modes of login credentials have been
made available to the enforcement
officers. The login authentication is
decided by the concerned competent
authority in the State Government/
UT Administrator.

Validation of documents produced o In one mode, only limited privilege
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information provided for the Driving
Licence, Certificate of Registration,
Fitness, Insurance, Tax, etc. This
would be done on an online basis
Transport Enforcement/Traffic using the Internet.
Police officer can use normal android  The Enforcement officer can
mobile apps for this purpose. This is scan the QRcode of the documents
irrespective of whether the state has produced through the Digilocker
implemented Vahan/ Sarathi or not, based app by scanning through the
provided the data from these states QRcode scanner in the Digilocker
are regularly updated in the National app to verify the document. The
Register.
QRcode in Digilocker document
o In the other mode, the officer is encrypted and can be validated
can carry out complete challaning only by the Digilocker app. Internet
operation including tagging of the connectivity is not required for
Driving Licence or the Certificate scanning the QRcode and validating
of Registration for impounding or the documents.
suspension.
 The Enforcement officer can
of on-line verification of vehicle
license status and also off-line
verification of mParivahan QR Code
are available.

 The Enforcement officer can enter
the details of driving licence (DL) or
the Certificate of Registration (RC)
in their eChallan or mParivahan
application
to
validate
the
2424

scan the QRcode of the documents
produced through the mParivahan
based app by scanning through the
QRcode scanner in the eChallan
app to verify the document. The

QRcode in mParivahan based
document is encrypted and can be
validated only by eChallan app.
This is an additional security feature
provided by the Ministry of Road
Transport and Highways. Internet
connectivity is not required for
scanning the QRcode and validating
the documents.

Digilocker.
The process flow under the
eChallan app for generating
challan and further action:
 In cases where there is an offence
made out necessitating seizure/
impounding of such documents in
available electronic form, the States
have been provided with the facility
to make appropriate updation in
Vahan/ Sarathi database, on an
on-line basis, against the Driving
Licence or the Vehicle Registration
details through eChallan system of
this Ministry.

 If the vehicle registration details
on the mParivahan / eChallan app
contain the date of the validity of
the insurance policy, fitness, tax,
etc. which is in-force, then the
requirement of a physical copy of
the insurance certificate or other such
 In caseswhere the States are using
document is not required.
any other database or web/mobile
 There would be no requirement utility of their own, then they need to
of seizure / impounding of the update the Vahan/ Sarathi database
documents in cases where there is no through a weblink.
traffic related violation but validation
Generating Challans for
of information can be ensured
violations
through mParivahan or eChallan or
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The competent authority should
have provided the authorization in
the eChallan app for the facility to
the concerned enforcement officer to
make a challan.

throughout the Country.

 Enhanced penalties for repeat
violations is reflected and the action
against the violator can be initiated
accordingly as the past offence
 When an offence is made out history is available to the enforcement
against the citizen, the enforcement officers through the database.
officer can create a challan using  The violator can pay the penalty
an on-line Point of Sale (PoS) or or the compounding amount on-line
eCTV eChallan facility. An option to and the citizens need not worry for
create a challan using the real-time physical document collection. After
database of Vahan and Sarathi has the payment or compounding, the
case is disposed and data reflected in
been provided.
the database.
 After creating a challan, offence
history will get registered in the  If a challan is pending or has not
database in Vahan for the vehicle and been disposed, then all transactions
involving the vehicle i.e. NoC,
Sarathi for the driver respectively.
Fitness, Tax etc. and for the Driving
 All offence data is available in
License i.e. the renewal, address
real time online basis, and easily
change etc. are not permitted, and are
available to the enforcement officers reflected to the traffic enforcement
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agencies across India.

implemented across all States/ UTs
enforcement officer’s device in real
time. Based on the information they
can take suitable action as enshrined
in Law.

 The violators are required to
compound and close pending cases
as early as possible to start or avail
services like tax payment, NoC,
fitness, etc.
Benefits of adopting eChallan:
Online recommendation for
suspension

 Enforcement agencies need not
physically handle any document.

 The Driving Licence or the
Certificate of Registration can be
recommended for suspension/
blocking by the competent
enforcement officer.

 Office need not maintain any
inventory or record.

 No harassment for citizens to
collect document after the payment
of compounding fees as the challan
 This recommendation will be when disposed would automatically
reflected in the home page of the update the record in the database.
competent officer i.e. the Licensing
 Real time offence status is
Authority/ Regional Transport
available to the transport and traffic
Authority page on real time basis and
enforcement officers and to the
based on law, further decision for
citizens.
suspension/ blocking can be taken.
 Fast, transparent and accountable
 This will reflect in all echallan app
system.
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SLD/ SPEED GOVERNOR IN TRANSPORT VEHICLES
IT’S SPEED LIMIT, NOT A SPEED TARGET

Court in WP (C) 295 of
2012, dated 30.11.2017,
regarding retro fitment
of SLD for the transport
vehicles

A new web-based system for Speed
Governor/ SLD manufacturers to
upload the inventory of their product,
and ensure further integration of the
devices with Vahan 4.0 has been
developed by NIC.
The portal, SLD Maker: https://
parivahan.gov.in/sldmaker/vahan/
welcome.xhtml, is available to all
device manufacturers, as well as
to states/UTs for linkage of Speed
Governor/SLD to vehicles on Vahan
4.0.

Governor Models and Inventory
The system aims at bringing Management
uniformity of SLD models in the
 Integration of key stakeholders,
Vahan database, thus ensuring a
viz. SLD Manufacturers, Testing
transparent and homogeneous set up.
Agencies, Retro fitment centers
Salient Features
(RFCs), RTOs
 Framework for SLD/ Speed  Clear workflow for device model
26

certification process
 Uniform SLD models in Vahan
database

“MoRTH has issued
an advisory to all states
regarding the procedure
to integrate approved
Speed Limiting Device/
Speed Governor with
the specific vehicle
model through the
Vahan database”

Key Statistics

SLD Manufacturers: 47
Approval Agencies: ARAI, ICAT,
 Correct SLD fitted by RFC
VRDE
Government Notification
States/ UTs: Applicable to All (Work
As per directions of the Supreme in Progress)
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Procedure

Type Approval of SLD (vehicle
model specific) by Testing Agency

Entry of Unique Identification No.
(or OEM, as applicable) by RTOs,
at the time of Fitness

27

Issue of Username and Password by
NIC to each SLD Manufacturer

Placing of Unique Identification
number & RC No. of vehicle at
the time of installation

Uploading of data by Manufacturers
on Vahan: SLD details, Vehicle details,
Type Approval details, Unique ID No

Uploading of Production stock
data of Type approved SLDs in
Vahan, by Manufacturers
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Kerala joins Vahan, Sarathi family
From our kerala correspondent Shri Asir Edwin M

Kerala, November 7, 2018- Kerala
formally joined the Transport
Mission Mode Project’s flagship
standard pan-India applications
‘Vahan’ for vehicle registration
and ‘Sarathi’ for driving licence on
November 7, 2018.
The step promises to bring in
efficient service, transparency, and
easy access of all data related to
vehicle and driving licences.
The applications can capture
all information mandated by the
Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 and State
Motor Vehicle Rules. An NIC team
from Delhi was in the Transport
Commissionerate to fine tune the
migration of the data of vehicles and
driving licences of the State to Vahan

28

and Sarathi.

Access for Police and banks

From November 7, the Regional
Transport Offices (RTO) at
Thiruvananthapuram and Wayanad,
offices of the Joint RTOs at
Kattakada, Mananthavady, Iritty,
Nanmanda,
Sulthan
Bathery,
Perambra, and Vellarikundu switched
over to Sarathi. In the third week of
November, the offices of the Joint
RTOs at Attingal, Kazhakuttam,
and Kattakada started using Vahan.
“The applications will be available
in the other MVD offices soon.
The ultimate aim is to make the 79
MVD offices paperless and reduce
footfall,” Transport Commissioner
K Padmakumar told The Hindu on
Saturday.

The police will have access to
the Vahan & Sarathi registry and
information available to help
resolve crimes involving vehicles.
Enforcement activities such as issue
of challans and settlement of penalty
amount can also be carried out.
Banks, which may have provided
loans for buying vehicles, have also
been given access. Allotment of
fancy numbers will be through online
bidding and applicants will be able to
participate from abroad. “This will
ensure transparency, plug revenue
loss, and end unholy nexus between
the participants,” Shri Padmakumar
said.
Those selling motor vehicles will

have to surrender the RC book to the
RTO along with the valid address
proof of the buyer. The RC book
will be cancelled and returned to the
seller while a new RC book will be
issued to the buyer from the RTO of
the location of the buyer’s residence.
Four-digit registration marks will
come into effect, and permits will
be issued only after producing the
vehicles. “This will put an end to
the sale of permits,” the Transport
Commissioner said. A mobile app,
mParivahan, is also available.
With Vahan, multiple visits to the
RTO, extensive paperwork, queues,
middlemen, and bribes will be a
thing of the past.
Over 23 crore vehicle records and
11 crore licence records are in the
repository.
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eChallans postcards for violators
From our Delhi correspondent Shri Sanjay Mendiratta

Noida, December 2018 : The Noida
traffic police is collaborating with
the National Informatics Centre
(NIC) and India Post to start sending
postcards of challans to traffic rule
violators.

fines information via courier. The
postcards will help reduce our cost
and will also help us intimate more
people. The postcards have been
designed in a fine format and will
be printed as soon as the fine is
The move is expected to reduce generated,” Shri Anil Kumar Jha,
expenses on postal fines and would Superintendent of Police (Traffic),
help intimate more violators. As of said.
He added that the draft format of
now, owners of only those vehicles
that have been registered after April the postcard has been sent to NIC
2017 receive text messages through and India Post and discussions are
the Vahan application.
on to finalize it. Once it is approved,
“There are often delays, owing the Department will try to automate
to the cost involved, in sending the process so that postcards for all
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challans are generated as soon as the
person is penalized.
Since the e-Challans system was
started in April 2018, the Traffic
Police has issued 5,44,177 challans.
However, a nagging problem was
that violators were not intimated
about being penalized. Officials said
that of the total echallans issued,
fewer than 40% of the vehicle owners
received text messages alerting them
about the penalty.
The fine information is sent to
violators via courier at the cost of
approximately Rs 40 per person.
Switching to general post would
reduce the cost to Rs 6. The postcards,

however, will cost 50 paise each.
Officials said using courier services,
the Department would have to spend
about Rs 2.16 crore for sending postal
fines to 5.4 lakh violators. However,
using postcards, the total cost would
come down to Rs 2.70 lakh — that
is a mere 1% of the current cost of
using courier services.
“This will be a small price that
can be easily accommodated in our
budget. We will also be able to get
corporate groups to take care of this
cost under their Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) initiatives for
road safety and traffic management,”
Shri Jha said.
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Launch of eChallan in Jammu and Kashmir
From our Jammu & Kashmir correspondent Shri Rakesh Kumar Gupta

Jammu and Kashmir, January
2019 - Commissioner Transport, Dr SP

power point presentations on features

Vaid inaugurated the eChallan Project

mobile app and web interface. He also

which will help in improving service

thanked the Vice president, HDFC

access and transparency in the system.

Bank, Zubair Iqbal for collaborating

and technicalities of the eChallan

with the Transport Department and NIC

Dr Vaid said that the eChallan mobile

J&K for the execution of this project.

App-cum-web interface is an integrated
system linked with Vahan and Sarathi

The e-facility is a comprehensive digital

applications which cover all major

solution for the transport enforcement
wing and the traffic police, delivered

functions of transport and traffic
enforcement wings with a number of
user-friendly features.
He expressed the hope that the eChallan

committed to implement the eChallan

the State Transport Department would

project

transparency,

project. He further said that connecting

improve their support in maintaining

accountability and swiftness in the

all the stakeholders through a common

compliance for citizens.

existing system and provide ease of

system would ensure data integrity,

operations for transport enforcement

reliability and transparency in traffic

Dr Vaid hailed Shri Abhay Kumar, State

will

bring

officers and traffic policemen to increase
visibility in operations.
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Commissioner Transport, Dr SP Vaid inaugrating the eChallan Project
Dr Vaid said that the J&K State is offerings for multiple stakeholders and

management.
He further said that eChallan has

Informatics Officer, National Informatics

through an Android-based mobile
application and a web portal.
The mobile solution will provide instant
access to information and ease of
operation for enforcement officers, and
online challan payments will also ensure
ease of compliance for violators.

Centre (NIC) J&K, and Shri Rakesh

Dr Vaid expressed satisfaction on

Gupta, Scientist-E, who presented

improving

visibility

and

efficient
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Khajuria, besides senior officers of
offences frequently committed offences, The launch function was attended by Shri Vikas Sharma, ARTOs of, Jammu the Transport Department, NIC and
payments received on time, less physical IG Traffic, Shri Alok Kumar, Additional and Kathua, Assistant Vice President HDFC Bank.
chasing, digitization and documentation Transport Commissioner Shri Aijaz HDFC Bank Shri Abhishek
monitoring of offenders, types of
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of records.

Abdullah, Joint Transport Commissioner
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Vahan 4.0 & Sarathi 4.0 Launched in all RTOs of Chhattisgarh
Chhattisgarh, December 2018The Chhattisgarh state has covered
all its districts in the implementation
of Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0. The
migration was planned in two phases.
In the first phase migration process
for Sarathi had begun in December
2017 with Dhamtari district and
continued till July 16, 2018 when
the last of all the 27 districts, Balod,
was covered. All the features of
Sarathi 4.0 have been successfully
implemented.
Division-level
Training on Sarathi 4.0 operations
for the RTO/ARTO/DTO and staff
were conducted to ensure smooth
implementation.
The Department has deployed
contractual technical staff for
handholding purpose, and also set up a
help desk at the office of the Transport
32

From our Chhattisgarh correspondent Shri YVS Rao
Commissioner to coordinate with support person from New Delhi
the Sarathi team at Hyderabad to visited Chhattisgarh for three
resolve issues arising at various days for conducting training for
RTOs on working days. 95,541 dealers beforehand and to guide the
Learning Licenses and 1,38,774 implementing staff to overcome
Driving Licenses were issued during teething problems. The first Vahan
July-December 2018 generating 4.0 launch took place on March 27,
Rs 15.15 crores of revenue online. 2018. The pilot run was done till
Sarathi 4.0 has been integrated with July 27, 2018 to ensure resolution
eDistrict also facilitating citizens of maximum issues and effective
to obtain LL/DLs from Lok Seva customization. By December 2018,
migration in all the 27 districts
Kendras as per the Public Service
was completed. Series of training
Guarantee Act. Required integration
programmes
and
workshops
for implementation of eChallan for
were conducted for dealers, and
enforcement is in progress.
feedback collected for customizing
Necessary
ground work for the application. Planned approach
implementation of Vahan 4.0 and continuous interaction with the
began in February 2018. District Vahan team at New Delhi paved the
Mahasamund was selected for way for rapid and smooth migration
pilot implementation. A technical and implementation of Vahan 4.0

across the State. The major modules
implemented include Online Auction
System, Dealer Point Registration,
Permit system, fitness, Checkpost
module for inter state vehicles, etc.
The system of assigning permanent
registration numbers by dealers for
any district in the State has also been
implemented. A total of 42.79 lakhs
registrations were done online and
Rs 85.8 crore revenue was generated
through various online transactions
in December 2018 collectively by all
RTOs of the State.
For effective implementation of
Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0, all the
RTO/ARTO/DTO offices have been
provided with 6 Mbps leased line
connectivity. Smartcard-based DL
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and RC are being issued through a are happy with the services and of these systems in curbing fraudulent in the state through Vahan 4.0 and
third party. Transport Department transparency brought about by both activities. The Department has Sarathi 4.0 to minimize financial
officers, dealers, as well as the public the applications and the effectiveness completely banned cash transactions irregularities.

eChallan memento for Jalandhar Police
From our Punjab correspondent Shri Sarbjeet Singh

Punjab, September 12, 2018:
Shri Abhay Damle, Joint Secretary,
MoRTH along with Shri Priyank
Bharti, Joint Secretary, MoRTH, Smt
Neeta Verma,Director General, NIC
and Shri Gautam Ghosh, DDG,NIC,
presented a memento acknowledging
the efforts of the Jalandhar Police for
issuing e-challans through Point of

Sale (PoS) machines integrated with
the national database of Vahan &
Sarathi, in the First Zonal Workshop
on IT-related services (Vahan &
Sarathi) and implementation of
eChallan and mParivahan held on
September 12, 2018, at the India
Habitat Centre, Delhi
Shri Sarbjeet Singh, Senior Technical Director, NIC, receiving
memento on behalf of Jalandhar Police on September 12, 2018.
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What Is in the Pipeline....
In New Delhi, The Centre has proposed mandatory Linking of Aadhaar with Driving Licence which will not only stop misuse of driving
license and issue of duplicate ones but help police nab the accused of an accident who flee the scene taking advantage of the laxity in the
system. Incidents of drunken driving could also see a significant decline.
In Nagpur, the traffic police, with the help of National Informatics centre has developed a software ‘One Nation One Challan’ that will
help recover fines while doing transactions like payment of insurance premium, RTO fees, etc
In Lucknow, the RTO will start e-auctions for inviting online bids for registration numbers. Vehicle owners can bid for a registration number
on the Transport Department’s official website (https://parivahan.gov.in)
In Assam, the ground is being prepared for early implementation of eChallan
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Now also as Correspondents for Parivahan NextMile
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State/UT

Name

Mobile Number

email ID

Andhra Pradesh

Sh.Srinivas

srinuvk@nic.in

Andaman

MSV Subrahmanyam

Arunachal Pradesh

Bimal Chandra Borah

9491073312
03192-232733/
09490174400
9402275086

Assam

Bibhujjal Kumar Bhattacharjya

9954343159

asm-bibhu@nic.in

Bihar

Kanhaiya Pandey

09431800512

Chandigarh

Pratibha Singh/Noor Singh Saini

9417891940/ 9465097040

k.pandey@nic.in
Pratibha.singh@nic.in / noorsingh.saini@nic.
in

Chhattisgarh

Y.V.S. Rao/Amit
kumar Dewangan

09202200776 /
9300681678/9479264734

yvsrao@nic.in/amit.dewangan@nic.in

Dadra & Nagar Haveli

Milind D. Talnikar

9427154131

silvassa@nic.in

Daman and Diu

Utpal Mehta (Daman)

9825 570 507

utpal.mehta@nic.in

Delhi

Sanjay Mendiratta

09958388995

sanjaymen@nic.in

Goa

Satesh P Redkar

9890846085

satesh.r@nic.in

Gujarat

Rajnish Mahajan / R K Chavada

9426577266/ 9428813149

rajnish.mahajan@nic.in, rk.chavda@nic.in

Haryana

Sanjay Sharma

9417850505

s.sanjay@nic.in

Himachal Pradesh

Bhupinder Pathak/Lalit Kapoor

9418111012/9418475044

pathak.b@nic.in/kapoor.lalit@nic.in

J&K

Rakesh Kumar Gupta

9419206379 / 9419282126

Jharkhand

Amar Sinha/Taiyab hussain

9470193076

rakesh.gupta@nic.in
amarsinha@nic.in;

maddulasvs@nic.in
bimal.borah@nic.in

taiyab.hussain@nic.in
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State/UT

Name

Mobile Number

email ID

Karnataka

Lakshadweep

Krishna Bhat / V. V. Gowrishankar/Indrani Swer
Asir Edwin M/ Sreekala VS/
Smt Deepa
Shahina Beegum K.K.

psbhat@nic.in, vv.gowrishankar@nic.in,
indrani.swer@nic.in
asiredwin.m@nic.in, sreekala.v@nic.in,
deepa.a@nic.in
shahina@nic.in

Madhya Pradesh

Rajeev Agrawal

9449815206 / 9945321743/9436994
810/8837357005
9446319 944/ 09447131265/
09447870062
9497644622
9425115042

Maharashtra

Kerala

36
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agrawal.rajeev@nic.in

Rajesh Bhusari / Deepak N. Sonar

9752696300
9403689666 / 9422349049

r.bhusari@nic.in / sonar.deepak@nic.in

Manipur

MS. Budhimala Moirangthem/
Maibam Ikheilen

0385 – 2443167/9856656660/
9436205919

bmala@nic.in, ikheilen@nic.in

Meghalaya

Dasharath M. Mashal / Elekson
Kurbah/Gulrez Sohliya

9448232500/ 9863994697,
8787306671/9856042688

mashal.dm@nic.in/ elekson.kurbah@nic.in/
gulrez.sohliya@nic.in

Mizoram

C. Lalmuanawmi/Sandip Pramanik 9436153655/9402112211

mapuii@nic.in/sandip.p@nic.in

Nagaland

I. Lanusungkum Aier

9436016039

lanu@nic.in

Odisha

Bimal Kanta Panda/ PK nayak

9338189476/9338189474

bk.panda@nic.in/pk.nayak@nic.in

Puducherry

P. Sridharan/ R Sivakumar

9442210705/ 9443955220

sri.pon@nic.in/ rs.kumar@nic.in

Punjab

Sarbjeet Singh/ Tarminder Singh

9915066410 / 0172-2745462

singh.sarbjeet@nic.in/t.singh@nic.in

Rajasthan

Liladhar /Sandeep Bhargava

9928018283/9414530689

liladhar@nic.in/bhargava.sandeep@nic.in

Sikkim

DK Basnett

9434079436

dkbasnet@nic.in

Tamil Nadu

Ramadas L./VR Kathirselvam

9445022233/09445022299

l.ram@nic.in/vr.kathir@nic.in

Tripura

Prabhash Debnath

9436129258

prabhash.d@nic.in
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State/UT

Name

Mobile Number

email ID

Uttar Pradesh

Piyush Srivastava

9415306058/9415328793

piyush.srivastava@nic.in,

Uttarakhand

Sanjay Gupta / Raman Pundir

9997122217/ 9410593659

sanjaygupta@nic.in, raman.pundir@nic.in

West Bengal

Dr. Tapas Kumar Das /
Avijit Bhowmick

9830049045 / 09434199192

tapas@nic.in, avijit.b@nic.in

Telangana

Nand Kumar

9490706479

nand@ap.nic.in
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List of Transport Project Officers at NIC HQ
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:: Project Coordinators ::

Role

Name of Officer

Designation

IP Phone

Mobile No.

STD Phone No.

e-mail ID

Project Head

Shri Gautam Ghosh, Delhi

DDG

5156

9899097193

011-24305156,

ggh@nic.in

Head of Division

Shri Joydeep Shome, Delhi,

STD

5269

9810714183

011-24305269

joydeep@nic.in

Shri Pawan Joshi, Delhi

DDG

5268

9818662315

011-24305268

pawan.joshi@nic.in

Sarathi Coordinator

Shri BV Reddy, Hyderabad

STD

6152

9490749834

040-23261247

bvreddy@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Piyush Gupta, Delhi

STD

5121

9971877440

011-24305121

piyush@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Deepak Mehra, Delhi

STD

5682

9810626233

011-24305682

deepakm@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Sanjay Mendiratta, Delhi

TD

5686

9958388995

011-24305686

sanjaymen@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Ravindra Gautam, Delhi

PSA

5687

9868260189

011-24305687

rgautam@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Smt Nisha Gupta, Delhi

Scientist B

5901

9958277191

011-24305901

nisha.g@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Smt Manisha Agarwal, Delhi

Scientist C

5906

9810377441

011-24305906

manisha.aggarwal @nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

PSA

5684

9968071989

011-24305684

mks@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Manoj Kumar Srivastava,
Delhi
Smt. Ragyi Singh Yadav , Delhi

TD

5802

09650988112

011-2430-5802

ragyi@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Ms. K. Selvi, Delhi

Scientist B

5349

09716777978

011-2430-5349

k.selvi@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Karunesh Kumar,Delhi

Scientist B

9419262726

Karuneshkumar@nic.in
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List of Sarathi Team Members at NIC Hyderabad And Bangalore
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Role

Name of Officer

Designation

e-mail ID

Sarathi Team Member

Smt Jhancy Srinivas

TD

jhancy@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Smt Anuragamai

STD

anurag.ap@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Shri MSV Subramanyam

STD

maddulasvs@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Shri Nand Kumar

TD

nand@ap.nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Shri Madan Mohan

TD

mohan.madan@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Shri Raghavendra Joish

STD

joish.r@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Shri SSV Rao

TD

ssv.rao@nic.in
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